Using VSIDE DSP library on VS1010D

This is a tutorial and manual for VLSI Solution’s VSDSP VSIDE DSP Library with VS1010D. It
explains how to use the library with VS1010D. It also provides some examples on using filters on
this device. More information on digital signals and filters can be found in VSIDE DSP Library
document which is located for example on vsdsp-forum:
http://www.vsdsp-forum.com/phpbb/viewtopic.php?f=7&t=1593

Requirements
There are some requirements for creating and implementing filters using in this document.

- You must be using VS1010D device. Older models are not supported!
- VLSI Solution’s Integrated Development Environment VSIDE must be preinstalled. VSIDE is
available for free for Windows at http://www.vlsi.ﬁ/en/support/software/vside.html VSIDE also
partially works under Linux’ Wine.
- The GNU Octave numerical computations interpreter needs to be installed. GNU Octave is
available at http://www.gnu.org/software/octave/
- You need to install signal processing functions package to Octave. To do that you can use
following commands on Octave command line:
pkg install signal -forge
pkg load signal
- To check if required package is installed, start Octave and type
help remez (function belongs to signal package and we are going to need it later)
If you get an error of a missing function, you don’t have the package installed.
- You need to install VLSI Solution’s ﬁr2vsdsp.m function ﬁle to your Octave path or to
place it in your working directory. You can download package from:
http://www.vsdsp-forum.com/phpbb/download/file.php?id=803
or from vsdsp forum. To check if the ﬁle is in your path, start Octave, and type on the
command line:
help fir2vsdsp.
If you get an error message of a missing function, you don’t have ﬁr2vsdsp.m file in your
working directory or it is not added to your Octave path.
- To run examples you must run driver called align.dlx (place the file to your SYS folder
and add ALIGN to the beginning of your config.txt) that implements aligned memory
support. It can be found from packet provided in this post and from vsdsp-forum which also
provides more information about it:
http://www.vsdsp-forum.com/phpbb/viewtopic.php?f=15&p=12827

Designing and Using an FIR Filter
Now when we have all requirements filled we can start to talk about using the library. To help your
understanding we have example called SigPros1010 in which we apply two filters. Those two filters
we are using on SigPros1010 are created with Octave using commands:
fstart=32000;up=3;down=8;fup=fstart*up;fdown=fup/down;fsp2=fup/2;
downFilter=remez(110,[0 4500/fsp2 7500/fsp2 1],[1 1 0 0],[1 100]);
fir2vsdsp(downFilter,16,up,down,"downTo12kHzL","downTo12kHzR","-rate",fstart,"file","exampleFilters");
fstart=12000;up=1;down=1;fup=fstart*up;fdown=fup/down;fsp2=fup/2;
splitFilter=remez(30,[0 2500/fsp2 4000/fsp2 1],[1 1 0 0],[1 1],256);
fir2vsdsp(splitFilter,16,up,down,"bandSplitL","bandSplitR","-rate",fstart,"-file","exampleFilters","append");

In first three lines we are creating sample rate downcoversion filter (6.1.3 on VSIDE DSP Library
document). In the first line we are creating some useful variables which we are going to need on
third line.
- fstart (32000) means the input sample rate which is fixed to 32000 Hz on VS1010D device.
- up (3) means that we are lifting the sample rate 3 times up to 96000 Hz
- down means that we want to lower the sample rate 8 times from 96 kHz to 12 kHz
- So we are decimating sample rate to 3/8 from original 32000 kHz.
- Last variables are created just to help us later.
On Second line we are creating the down-conversion filter “downFilter” with function remez
mentioned before in chapter requirements. But how are we actually doing that and what are those
parameters.
- 110th degree (we get a 111-tap ﬁlter, with 111 coefﬁcients). By changing this number you
can affect the quality of the ﬁlter.
- [0 4500/fsp2 7500/fsp2 1]. We are telling the requirements for filter. In this case pass-band
is from 0 Hz to 4500 Hz, transition-band from 4500 Hz to 7500 Hz and stop-band from 7500
Hz to 12000 Hz. You might ask yourself why there is no 12000 Hz and why are 4500 Hz and
7500 Hz divided by fsp2. That is because those frequencies must be normalized so that 1 is
Nyquist frequency.
- [1 1 0 0]. We are telling that previous parameters 0 Hz and 4500 Hz are borders of passband and 7500 Hz and 1 are borders of stop-band.
- The last parameter, [1 100] tells the weights for the quality of pass-band and stop-band,
respectively. For instance, if you replace it with [1 1], or omit it, pass-band ripple will
decrease, but stop-band attenuation will get worse. Weighting needs to be optimized
separately for each ﬁlter.

With parameters like that we get filter which frequency response and phase response would be
following:

We get to see that image by typing freqz(downFilter). Since that graph doesn’t tell that much in this
case we should look at graph that function fir2vsdsp produces. It should look like this:

Now we can clearly see that output bandwidth is 6000 (Nyquist frequecy) and aliasing which is
happening mostly over frequencies between 4500-6000. Something to mention is that we always
interpolate before decimating since we don’t want to lose any information we could save while
doing so.
Lets move on to second filter and talk about function fir2vsdsp later since its parameters are similar
in both cases. The second filter we are creating is Bandwidth Splitting Filter (6.1.6 on VSIDE DSP
Library document).
First line is pretty similar to first case and the only difference is that fstart is 12000 Hz since we
decimated sample rate with first filter. Up and down variables are both 1 since we want to keep
sample rate in 12 kHz. In the second line we are creating bandwidth splitting filter “splitFilter”.
Parameters on that line are also pretty similar to first case but there is one more parameter, 256,
which tells the accuracy of computing. Something to remember, the higher the accuracy (at most
256) the higher the computational cost. Another thing to mention is that weights of the filter quality
must be set to [1 1] in bandwidth splitting filter.

With these parameters we are getting filter with frequency and phase response shown in picture
below.

Now moving to function fir2vsdsp. That function makes our life easier. It generates code
compatible with C language. And something even better, it creates .c and .h files for us to use those
filters. But what are those parameters used creating those specific filters. Lets look at the latter
example:
fir2vsdsp(splitFilter,16,up,down,"bandSplitL","bandSplitR","-rate",fstart,"-file","exampleFilters","-append");

- first we are telling what filter to use and in this case it is the “splitFilter” filter we created
earlier.
- Next we are telling the accuracy which in this case is 16 bits (only value supported at the
moment)
- up and down variables created earlier (1 and 1 in this case).
- “bandSplitL” and “bandSplitR” are names of the filters used to filter stereo sound or in
other words, when there are more than one channel. If there was only one channel, one
filter name would be enough.
- “-rate”, fstart stands for sample rate which in this phase and in this filter is 12 kHz.
- “-file”,”exampleFilters” tells the function that what is the name of the file we want the
filter to be written to.
- “-append” tells that we don’t want to delete current filter written to file but we want to
append the file and add filter to it. This is how we can add numerous filters to one file and
use them rather easily.

With that function call we get also filters frequency response which would look like this in this
case:

Now there should be files called exampleFilters.h and exampleFilters.c in working directory ready
to use in whatever application we want to use them. Of these two ﬁles, exampleFilters.h should
look much like this:

And another file exampleFilters.c should look like this (part of the file):

Lets look at this file more closely.
- Array bandSplitLCoeff includes the coefﬁcients. Note that there are 31 coefﬁcients which
is one more than filters degree which is 30. That is also why we want the degree to be even,
to get odd number of coefﬁcients.
- We can also see that fir2vsdsp function created two differently named filters, bandsplitL
and bandSplitR. Own for both channels in stereo sound.
- What else we can see is that this filter does not decimate or interpolate since up and down
values are 1.
- Something else to mention is that FirFilter16x16N refers to “fir.h” which must be included
in main.c!

Now if we wanted to have bandwidth splitting filter with better attenuation we could alter the
parameters set earlier. Lets say we wanted to have attenuation over 75 dB. By setting degree to 60
we can archive those demands. When doing that, commands and frequency response of filter should
look like this:

fstart=12000;up=1;down=1;fup=fstart*up;fdown=fup/down;fsp2=fup/2;
split=remez(60,[0 2500/fsp2 4000/fsp2 1],[1 1 0 0],[1 1],256);
fir2vsdsp(split,16,up,down,"bandSplitL","bandSplitR","-rate",fstart);

And easily with zoom tool we can see that attenuation is about -77 dB which is rather good. But to
keep in mind, by setting higher degree we also need more calculation power to use the filter. In
other words, more memory is being used! So its not wise to set too high degree if that amount of
attenuation is not needed. Same applies to transition band width. We can make transition band
narrower by increasing degree but usually we can handle little wider transition band If memory
usage is lower in exchange. Here is what part of the .c file should look like:

Now if we look at the .c file created while degree is 60 we can see some changes. First and most
obvious one is that amount of coefficients which is now 55. Amount is not 61 since system was able
to optimize the system a bit but still it is an odd number which is important to notice. Rest of the
values has stayed same since we didn’t change any other parameters.

To understand the function properly, we make one more change. Lets say we wanted to have
transition band only from 2500 Hz to 3000 Hz (for some reason) and keep degree in 60. In that case
commands and frequency response would look something like this:

fstart=12000;up=1;down=1;fup=fstart*up;fdown=fup/down;fsp2=fup/2;
split=remez(60,[0 2500/fsp2 3000/fsp2 1],[1 1 0 0],[1 1],256);
fir2vsdsp(split,16,up,down,"bandSplitL","bandSplitR","-rate",fstart);

Like we can see that clearly attenuation is not even close what it used to be. By zooming we can see
it is only about -48 dB after the changes we made. To get as good attenuation factor than earlier we
would need much higher degree (more coefficients) and by doing so we would also require much
more memory.
There is more changes in .c file which is looking like this after the changes we have made:

Now we have 61 coefficients since the system was not able to optimize the calculation.
To conclude, degree of filter should be enough but not too much since we want to keep the system
fast. So always consider what you really need from your filter.
More filters and information can be found on VSIDE DSP Library document mentioned in
introduction.

Tutorial: Compiling And Linking Your Filter with VSIDE
Now it’s time to take the code we created in Chapter 6, and compile it into a real project.

Before starting, make sure you have the latest version of VSIDE!
In this package, there is an example VSIDE Solution for VS1010D using the sample rate
downconversion filter and bandwidth splitting filter created earlier. The associated ﬁles are
exampleFilters.c and exampleFilters.h. File called main.c contains the main body of the solution,
including input and output routines such as using the circular buffer and I2S. Filtering itself using
created filters and also interleaving / deinterleaving stereo samples are being done in function called
filter. Other ﬁles offer external support such as drivers for VS1010D (DO NOT MODIFY unless
you ABSOLUTELY know what you are doing!). By following and modifying this example, you
may build your own signal processing software rather easily.
To test the example solution, you will need to connect your input with AUX to LIN port, and
earphones to VS1010D analog output. Note that if your input device is the same with which you
power the VS1010, you might hear some hum from your speakers.

Troubleshooting
NOTE1!

If voplinkq Linker gives error such as:
A linker error message that looks like below:
ERROR: "_FirFilter16x16HBUp1Dn2" is needed but not found anywhere.
The reason to that is that the DSP Library or General Function Library is missing from the linker
directives. Solution to that is following:
Right-click on your project, then select Properties -> Linker -> Libraries.
Add “-ldsp

-lgeneral” to the end of that line.

NOTE2!
If octave says that it is missing functions remez() or ellip() you have to repeat command mentioned
in requirements.
pkg load signal

NOTE3!
If Octave says it is missing function fir2vsdsp, check your working directory and that fir2vsdsp.m
file is located in it.

More information
This is a quick guide specified to use VS1010D, SigPros1010 example and for understanding basics
of using VSIDE DSP Library. By saying that I mean that there are much more general examples and
information about filters, digital signals and troubleshooting in VSIDE DSP Library document and I
highly recommend you to read that as well if you haven’t done that already.

